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Statement of Research Interests

Research Interests My research interests include:

• Quantum Field Theory: [Spontaneous] Symmetry Breaking, Solution Sets of QFT, Numerical
Methods;

• Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime: Black Hole Thermodynamics, Particle Creation
and Backreaction, Semi-classical Stochastic Gravity;

• Quantum Gravity: Topology Change, Twistor methods, Noncommutative Geometry, Loop
Variables, String Field Theory, AdS/CFT, Category Theory;

• Astrophysics and Cosmology: Phase Transitions in Inflationary Cosmology, Structure For-
mation from Quantum Fluctuations.

Research to date I have been involved with numerical and analytical research projects — their
connection being a deepening of the understanding of the Solution Space and Symmetry Breaking
in QFT.

The analytical project started with the observation that the Potential Energy term of a La-
grangian field theory can be conformally absorbed into the metric provided by the Kinetic Energy
term. This new metric is called Jacobi’s Metric and has the property of turning every Hamiltonian
flow into a geodesic one and normalizing (to unity) the momentum field. Finding Jacobi’s metric
is equivalent to finding the arc-length reparameterization of the Action integral. This works for
Gauge Theories as well. Using this new [conformally transformed] metric, the Lagrangian can be
written just as a Kinetic term only, which makes it easier to find the complete Solution Space
and the distinct phases of the theory. A careful analysis of this metric and its parameters can
reveal the different solutions and phases of the theory. Furthermore, this study shows that these
different solutions have distinct Configuration Space (thus, also Phase Space) topologies [2]. This
is quite a remarkable result given that, to this date, there is no evidence that these different solu-
tions have topologically inequivalent configurations. In this sense, this technique opens up several
new possibilities to tackle these questions, ranging from Morse Theory to Cohomology to Number
Theory. This result can be readily extended into the framework of QFT, where it shows that the
quantum corrections (given by the series expansion for each possible solution identified by virtue
of Jacobi’s metric) can be interpreted topologically as the attachment of “handles” to the classical
configuration space. This fact realizes the quantum corrections as a sequence of surgeries between
the initial cobordism (given by the classical configuration space) and the final cobordism (given by
the quantum configuration space). Remember that cobordisms are equivalence relations between
manifolds based on their boundaries. Finally, via Morse Theory, it is also possible to “topologize”
the Solution Set of QFT as a CW-Complex, which opens new fronts for the understanding of QFTs
and String Theory. At this point, we realize that the Chern-Simons solution in String Field Theory
or Loop Quantum Gravity may undergo topological transitions.
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Recently, a new project has been started, which deals with 3-dimensional gravity and the
existence of BTZ black holes, [3]. Its goal is to show how rich the solution space for this theory
really is, by means of a detailed study of the boundary conditions to the Schwinger-Dyson equations
associated to this system. This is analogous to the study of complexified Path Integrals for different
contours of integration. This project has deep connections not only with String Field Theory, but
with Loop Quantum Gravity as well, once its main object is the Chern-Simons theory. Furthermore,
it has been possible to understand and realize the Geometric Langlands duality in terms of 0-
dimensional QFTs, where this conjecture can be clearly formulated.

The numerical project consists of an extension of the Monte Carlo method in order to properly
accommodate highly oscillatory integrations, like the ones present in phase transitions, as well as
a fully Lorentzian Action. It is well known that, when one performs lattice simulations, one should
use the Euclideanized Path Integral, otherwise one encounters the so-called “sign problem” due to
the unboundedness of the Action. However, when one wants to fully address the issue of Symmetry
Breaking in QFT, one is inevitably taken to solutions that do not admit such Euclideanization
techniques, in which case one is forced to deal with the fully Lorentzian version of the Action. Thus,
one has to explicitly treat the highly oscillatory terms that appear due to the imaginary exponen-
tiation of the Action. The extension of the standard Monte Carlo consists of the mollification of
the Path Integral’s integrand, i.e., this integrand is convoluted with a mollifier (which is a smooth
function working as a band-pass filter), where its sharp features are smoothed while still remaining
close to the original integrand [1]. For 0 and 1-dimensional problems this technique works. Not
only is one able to study the Solution Set of theories which are poorly defined in higher dimensions
(e.g., φ3 in 0-dimensions, which can then be dimensionally constructed into a properly defined
theory), but also the different Phases of Quantum Chemical systems (1-dimensional QFT) can be
better understood. These are positive steps forward, given the difficult nature of these problems.
On the other hand, for higher dimensional QFTs, the timescales involved are problematic. This
can be solved with new algorithms, which is a venue that is being currently pursued.

Future Plans The plans for the immediate future are twofold. Firstly, there are many interesting
applications and extensions of the analytical project above, from Morse Theory (we are able to
deal, directly from the Action, with the topology of the Configuration and Phase Spaces) and
Number Theory (the different phases of the theory depend on the integral of a polynomial and,
thus, on its discriminant, which is related to the ramifications of the polynomial at hand, which,
in turn, is related to the Langlands Duality) — and their connection to the Effective Action and
Renormalization of the theory — to [Sheaf] Cohomology and the Foliations of the QFT’s Solution
Set and their relation to Symmetry Breaking and the Quantization procedure; and, secondly, we
may also have some new insights into the numerical project above, handling it more useful for
4-dimensional QFTs. These plans tie with my research interests in the sense that they are novel
ways to look at the Solution Set of QFT and its Symmetry Breaking structure, may them be
in Minkowski space or some Curved Spacetime. Furthermore, these methods seem to strongly
imply that different solutions generate Topology Change (i.e., the Solution Space of QFTs is split
into topologically inequivalent “leaves”, one for each distinct solution), which can cause Structure
Formation (in Cosmology) and also be very useful in the problem of Quantum Gravity. In light
of the 3-year WMAP observations, some novel inflationary models have been proposed, including
ones in which there may be more than one inflationary phase. It is possible to apply the above
treatment and, rather than deal with a tunneling (between local minima of a potential) Universe,
simply consider its different possible phases. Moreover, this technique can be applied to the
Landscape of String Theory where it reveals the topological structure of the baby universes.
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